Abstract-The congestion control policy of Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) works well today over a wide range of networks. However, if a TCP connection consists of erroneous links, for example, in wireless environment, degradation in throughput and delay performance can be significant. In this paper, we use simple analysis on the TCP window dynamics to determine the end-to-end throughput of a TCP connection with a wireless link and to demonstrate the impact of high error rate in wireless environment. To improve the performance of TCP in wireless environment, a simple modification to TCP, which uses negative acknowledgment as an explicit notification for packet corruption is proposed. The performance of the proposed "NACK"-based scheme is compared with an existing modified version, LHACK, for both binary and Rayleigh fading channels.
I. INTRODUCTION
Since its first introduction, Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) has been designed and tuned for networks composed of wired links and stationary hosts. It adapts to the changing end-to-end delay conditions [l] , [2] and assumes that packet' loss and unexpected increase in delay are largely due to network congestion. In response, the source promptly slows down its transmission, by changing the window size, to allow the network to recover from congestion. The retransmission timer is also resetted with backoff to avoid unnecessary retransmissions. These congestion control policies have been shown to perform well over a wide range of data networks.
However, in data networks that consist of wireless links and mobile hosts, the high bit error rate (BER of over wireless links compared to lo-' over fiber link) incurred can cause packet errors to become false alarms which trigger unnecessary congestion control and retransmission timer backoff at the transmitting host. Consequently, the end-to-end throughput and latency of detecting packet loss are severely degraded. It is thus necessary to modify the existing protocol to take the erroneous link characteristics into account so that congestion controls are triggered only in the case of a genuine network congestion. This paper studies the dynamic behavior of TCP over a network consisting of wired and wireless parts with stationary and mobile hosts, with an effort to identify the influence of the high error rate on the performance of TCP over wireless links. In order to make TCP more robust in wireless environment, a simple end-to-end modification using negative acknowledgement (NACK) is proposed to allow the hosts to distinguish conuption from congestion. The performance of the proposed scheme will be compared with an existing modified version (LHACK), to *Supported in part by Hongkong Telecom Institute of Information Technology under grant HKTIIT93/94.EG01.
'For TCP, the term "segment" is more appropriate than "packet". For simplicity, herein, the term "packet" will be used throughout the paper.
proposed by Cobb [3]. Due to the scope of this paper, discussions to alleviate the effects due to handoff phenomena will not be addressed in this paper.
In Section 2, an analysis of a simplified TCP is used to demonstrate how the throughput is affected by the relatively high error rate of wireless channels. Two modified TCP schemes, one using last-hop acknowledgment and the other using negative acknowledgment, are also discussed in details. In Section 3, simulation results are presented. Finally, Section 4 concludes the paper and discusses handoff-related issues.
T C P IN MOBILE WIRELESS ENVIRONMENT
A . Influences of high error rate on TCP performance Detailed descriptions of TCP can be found in [7] , [8] . In short, the operation of a TCP session consists of a number of periodic cycles (as shown in Fig. 1 ) each having two distinctive phases, namely the slow start phase and the congestion awoidance phase [I], [2]. They respectively correspond to an exponential and an linear increase in window size. The transition from the slow start phase to the congestion avoidance phase is marked by the slow start threshold.
In wireless networks, the high bit-error-rate causes significant corruption loss. Whenever a packet corruption occurs, TCP misinterprets this as congestion and undergoes congestion control mechanisms. First, TCP reduces the window size and hence the optimal window size can never be achieved if errors occur often. Second, the slow start algorithm is activated with a reduced threshold (half of the previous window size) which restricts the rate at which the window size grows to the optimal value. The retransmission timer is resetted with backoff, leading to slow response to congestion and causing more idle time, particularly when there are multiple losses in a single window. As a result, the performance of TCP is significantly degraded.
To demonstrate this, an analysis on a single TCP connection, made up of one wired link and one wireless link, is considered. An error free feedback path and fixed sized packets are assumed. Although some features of TCP (for examples, the exponential RTO timer backoff and fast retransmission) are ignored, the analysis serves to demonstrate the effects of transmission errors in wireless environment on the end-to-end TCP throughput.
The notations used are as follows.
P:
packet corruption rate (PCR) [VI] and j E [I, Wmar] , is given by
i < i
The evolution of the slow-start threshold S, for cycle m can now be formulated as a discrete time Markov chain with transition matrix [pi,;] whose elements are given by Pi,j = q i , ( 2 j -1 ) + ~i , 2 j , i, j E [I, 1-11 If it is further assumed that the average transmission attempts per packet (including the successful trial) can be regarded as independent of the dynamics of the TCP congestion control, the throughput y can be given approximately by Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 show the numerical results for cases with wireless link capacity p equal to 20 packets,ls and 100 packets/s respectively. Performance of the TCP connection concerned degrades significantly as the packet error rate increases, particularly for those connections with a large bandwidth-delay product. pic Terminal contrast, missing both "LHACK" and "DACK" implies conges tion and the standard slow-start congestion control is taken. The major drawbacks of the LHACK scheme are that two acknowledgments are sent for each message and this results in extra load to the return path, and that the scheme must rely on timeout and fast retransmission to detect corrupted packets and this results in significant throughput degradation when multiple corruptions occur in a single window. For a connection consisting of a mobile and a fixed host, loss of "DACK" does not cause false trigger to congestion control in LHACK. However, for a connection made up of two mobile hosts, in addition to the large processing load due to the 3 types of acknowledgments ( "LHACK" , "FHACK" , and "DACK"), loss of "LHACK" on the wireless link to the source can be misinterpreted as network congestion. can be referred to. As a summary, in LHACK, the wireless router/base station (radio interface) sends a "LHACK" ("FHACK" , first-hop acknowledgment) to the stationary (mobile) source for each packet it receives. For the connection from a fixed source to a mobile destination, if "LHACK" is received at the source but the end-to-end acknowledgment from the destination, "DACK" , is missing, this infers a corruption and no flow control mechanisms are triggered. In The simulation scenario is shown in Fig. 6 . It is assumed that the source always has data to send. Packets from both the source concerned and the cross-traffic source are assumed fixed size. Here, only a connection from a fixed source to a mobile destination is considered, in fact, simulation results reveal that the same general conclusions can be drawn for a connection from mobile to fixed and a connection connecting two mobiles. It is also assumed that the receiver can always send out acknowledgment immediately for each data received without delay other than processing delay. The TCP used in the simulation is based on the REAL simulator [Ill. Table I In a binary channel, the packets are corrupted randomly and independently. The throughput performance of the three TCP versions (normal, LHACK, NACK) are shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 . Here throughput refers to the effective traffic passed to the application layer on top of TCP and is normalized relative to the average link capacity available for the connection (i.e. link capacity minus cross traffic mean rate). The NACK scheme outperforms the other two -normal TCP and LHACK scheme when ACR (acknowledgment corruption rate) is less than 0.3, which is quite high and no practical networks operate in that range of loss rates. For example, in the wireless LAN standard, IEEE 802.11, the maximum frame error rate specified is 0.08. That is, NACK is superior than LHACK in most of the realistic situations. Throughput of the normal TCP drops abruptly even at small PCR. At small PCR (< 0.02), the performance of both NACK and LHACK are comparable. However, as PCR increases, the throughput of LHACK drops more rapidly than NACK due to the long idle time and window shut down by the consecutive losses at high PCR. Fig. 9 depicts the acknowledgment traffic as a function of PCR. LHACK has the largest amount of acknowledgment traffic relative to the other two. This is mainly because in LHACK, for each packet received correctly, two acknowledgments are sent. This acknowledgment traffic drops significantly at high PCR because of longer idle time. Fig. 10 shows the delay (relative to the end-to-end propagation delay) performances of the three schemes. The delay is measured from the time a packet is first transmitted to the instance it is passed to the application layer at the receiver.
SIMULATION RESULTS

Summarized in
At PCR > 0.17, delay for normal TCP is unreasonably high.
NACK has the best performance over the other two.
B. Rayleigh fading channel
Jake's model with time correlation [9] and constant envelop assumption [5] are employed in the simulation for Rayleigh fading channel. Shadow fading effect is not considered as in [5] because it is in general mitigated by other means such as handoff in practical applications. Fig. ll(a) and Fig. Il(b) show the relationship between throughput and average SNR (Signal-to-Noise Ratio) for slow fading ( f~ = 1.34 Hz) and fast fading ( f~ = 80 Hz) respectively. A diversity gain of more than 5dB is seen for all the three schemes at both slow and fast fading. In the practical range of &/No (12 -17 dB), NACK outperforms the other two in both fast and slow fading.
With slow fading, error occurs in burst leading to consecutive packet losses. LHACK is thus affected significantly (-4 -10% loss compared with normal TCP) due to long idle time in cases with consecutive losses. On the contrary, normal TCP is less affected because the window adjustment is triggered less frequently with slow fading. The gain of NACK over normal TCP is thus not very significant (< 5%). However, at small Eb/No, the higher acknowledgment corruption for NACK and the more frequent window adjustment (due to the much larger amount of errors) for normal TCP, make the throughput drop significantly, even smaller than that of LHACK. The above observations are also found in the fast fading case. However, NACK and LHACK have much better throughput performance than normal TCP (> 25% for NACK and > 10% for LHACK for most cases) in the fast fading case. This is consistent with the results from binary channel since fast fading creates errors almost randomly with little correlation. Fig. 12 shows the throughput performance with respect to maximum Doppler frequency at Eb/N0=12 dB. If 2-branch selection diversity is used, NACK has a much better performance than LHACK and normal TCP. If no diversity is used, NACK has similar performance compared with LHACK. The drop in throughput for NACK is much larger than that of LHACK without diversity. This demonstrates that NACK is very sensitive to acknowledgment loss or corruption relative to LHACK.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
TCP is found to suffer significant throughput loss and delay increase when used over wireless links without, necessary protocol modifications. It is found that both NACK and LHACK offer improvements over normal TCP when used in wireless environment. In the practical range of ACR, NACK has the best throughput performance and the smallest interactive delay without much processing burden added to the wireless router or base station, compared to LHACK which requires the cooperation of the wireless router or base statiion to return a last-hopacknowledgment. In addition, NACK produces less acknowledgment traffic load in the return path.
Similar to link errors, when a handoff from one cell to the other occurs, there may be extra delay and packets loss. If these are mistaken as signals of congestion, long pause (due to timer backoff) and small window size after handoff can also cause significant throughput reduction. There are some readily available solutions to this (for examples, [4] and [SI make use of the information from the IP layer). Although the NACK scheme cannot cope with the degradation caused by handoff, the available solutions can be used in conjunction with the NACK scheme without problems, thus possibly solving the handoff-related performance degradation problem. Besides, some ways to reduce the overhead due to the TCP header should also be studied as this is too expensive to carry the long TCP header over the scarce radio bandwidth. Finally, adaptive FEC using information of the channel condition needs to be studied further so that the channel quaJity can be improved with minimum overheads added. dB, with %Branch Selection Diversity (2BSD) and no diversity used.
